Hello,

I grew up in the area and am now raising my daughter here. In general I would support Alternative D. Some more specifics.

Wilson Summit should have an SIO of Very High, this is truly spectacular.

All draft alternatives place the CCP's proposed Hayden Mountain Special Interest Area (SIA) in "general forest" management type. It should be managed ROS Primitive or ROS Primitive Non Motorized summer and winter.

Bear Creek Should be included in the Wild and Scenic Rivers

Bighorn sheep should continue to be protected and listed as SCC

The Guideline of 500 or more acres of contiguous habitat is a smart guidelines although the section on trials that limits trails to one linear mile per square mile would prevent stacked loop trails and other types trail networks should be altered.

The north side of the Sneffels Range needs to be designated as Semi Primitive Non Motorized in the Winter.

Winter Travel Management Plans and ROS need to be addressed.

Sincerely,

Kelly Ryan